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On election day in the capital, it is raining so hard that no one has bothered to come out to 
vote. The politicians are growing jittery. What's going on? Should they reschedule the 
elections for another day? Around three o'clock, the rain finally stops. Promptly at four, 
voters rush to the polling stations, as if they had been ordered to appear.

But when the ballots are counted, more than 70 percent are blank. The citizens are 
rebellious. A state of emergency is declared. The president proposes that a wall be built 
around the city to contain the revolution. But are the authorities acting too precipitously? 
Or even blindly? The word evokes terrible memories of the plague of blindness that had hit 
the city four years before, and of the one woman who kept her sight. Could she be behind 
the blank ballots? Is she the organizer of a conspiracy against the state? A police 
superintendent is put on the case.

What begins as a satire on governments and the sometimes dubious efficacy of the 
democratic system turns into something far more sinister. A singular novel from the author 
of Blindness.

Published in hardcover by Harcourt, 2006, 0-15-101238-5
"I have never read a novel that gets so many details of the political behavior that we for 
some reason insist on calling 'organized' so hilariously and grimly right." - Chicago Tribune

 
On election day in the capital, it is raining so hard that no one has bothered to come out to 
vote. Around three o'clock, the rain finally stops. Promptly at four, voters rush to the polling 
stations, as if they had been ordered to appear. But when the ballots are counted, more 
than 70 percent are blank. The citizens are rebellious. A state of emergency is declared. 
But are the authorities acting too precipitously? Or even blindly? The word evokes terrible 
memories of the plague of blindness that hit the city four years before, and of the one 
woman who kept her sight. Could she be behind the blank ballots? A police superintendent 
is put on the case.

What begins as a satire on governments and the sometimes dubious efficacy of the 
democratic system turns into something far more sinister.
"[A] searching, dry-witted, spot-on political parable."-The New York Observer
"Saramago understands that ridicule is a terrifically effective political weapon, and in 
Seeing he makes it his business to turn repression into farce."-The New York Times Book 
Review

 
JOSE SARAMAGO is one of the most acclaimed writers in the world today. He is the 
author of numerous novels, including All the Names, Blindness, and The Cave. In 1998 he 
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. He lives in Spain.
Other Books
Seeing Beyond, Activate your prophetic senses and operate in the invisible realm today! 
Imagine having access to the unseen spiritual dimension. In fact, the Bible is clear that this 
should be every believer's daily experience! As a citizen of the Kingdom of God, your 
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inheritance is the ability to see, sense, and operate in the invisible realm of the Spirit. God 
opens the unseen realm to His children so they can bring Heaven’s realities to earth. 
Minister, intercessory leader, and co-host of Power Hour, Sarah-Jane Biggart operates as a 
seer prophet. She carries an impartation to help you grow your prophetic senses. 
Complete with testimonies, impartation, and activations, Seeing Beyond is a practical guide 
to interacting with the unseen Kingdom of God and manifesting Heaven’s glories here on 
earth. Seeing Beyond will help you: Access the spirit realm easily when you learn to enter as 
a citizen of Heaven. Discover the key to supernatural encounters by cultivating intimacy 
with God. Embrace the assignment of prophetic intercession and spiritual warfare to 
destroy darkness and advance the Kingdom of God. Commune with the Lord and His 
angelic realm in unending heavenly places. Uncover fresh biblical revelation that inspires a 
lifestyle of spiritual sight. Defeat the dark side of the invisible realm by shutting doors to 
demonic influences. This is your invitation to engage all your spiritual senses with the 
Kingdom of God. As you begin to see past your daily reality into the unseen realm, 
Heaven’s glories will manifest in your everyday life!
�����. How to Make Supernatural Sight Your Daily Reality Sarah-Jane Biggart. 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES  The Divinity Code : The Keys to Decoding  Your Dreams and 
Visions  by  Adrian Beale  and  Adam  F.  Thompson  Angel Armies by Tim Sheets The 
Prophetic ..."
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